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1. Introduction
Recently, theU.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has devel-
oped a strategy for addressing the paucity of reliable data and informa-
tion required to assess potential risks to humans posed by chemical
ingredients in consumer products (Thomas et al., 2019). The strategy in-
cludes assembling decision support tools, which are needed to access
available data on chemical manufacture, use, and occurrence for impor-
tant chemical exposure scenarios and pathways across the product life
cycle (Li and Suh, 2019). In recent years, several US States have passed
laws requiring manufacturers to seek safer alternatives to certain
chemicals in consumer products, particularly in children's products, to
reduce impacts to human health and the environment. For example,
the Safer Consumer Products (SCP) program of the California Depart-
ment of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) requires manufacturers to
perform an alternatives analysis (California Department of Toxic
Substances Control (DTSC), 2019; Kumar, 2013) and the Pollution Pre-
vention for Our Future Act (SB 5135) in Washington State authorizes
the Department of Ecology to restrict or prohibit priority substances
when it determines that a safer alternative is “feasible and available”
or if necessary to protect the health of sensitive populations (State of
Washington, 2019; Franklin, 2019).

To promote safer alternatives through better consideration of poten-
tial impacts across the product life cycle, the US EPA commissioned the
National Research Council (NRC) to recommend a framework for evalu-
ating human health and ecological risks associated with chemical sub-
stitutes. The Agency sought an analytical approach for integrating
multiple and diverse data streams to yield a holistic consideration of po-
tential chemical impacts which is sufficiently flexible to support fit-for-
purpose decision making. The resulting NAS 2014 report, A Framework
Guide for the Selection of Chemical Alternatives (National Research
Council, 2014), has several important elements including an increased
emphasis on comparative exposure assessment, integration of informa-
tion across disciplines, and life cycle thinking.

Life cycle risk assessment (LCRA) (Aissani et al., 2012), which ex-
tends classical single-event risk assessment to release and exposure
throughout a chemical's life cycle, is particularly suited for alternatives
analysis. The challenge for implementing LCRA is all potential use sce-
narios for a given chemical must be considered. This leads to complex
multi-pathway models requiring diverse knowledge of chemical pro-
duction, the product and its use, and user demographics to adequately
characterize exposure potential (Isaacs et al., 2016; Dionisio et al.,
2015; Goldsmith et al., 2014). While exposure science is evolving to ac-
commodate this challenge using high-throughput screening based on
exposure potential (Egeghy et al., 2016; Rager et al., 2016; Wambaugh
et al., 2014; Mitchell et al., 2013; Wambaugh et al., 2013; Gangwal
et al., 2012), the ever-growingnumber of chemicals and products enter-
ing commerce translates to an increasing demand for accessing large
data sets across the life cycle of chemicals.

Exposure science routinely draws on a small set of resources to pa-
rameterize exposure models, typically combining chemical-specific
data with pre-defined exposure factors (Moya et al., 2011; U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 2011). Online data repositories,
such as EPA's CompTox Chemistry Dashboard (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 2019a), provide convenient access to physicochem-
ical data either measured or estimated from quantitative structure-
activity relationships (QSARs) (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
2015a; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
2007; Card et al., 2017; Phillips et al., 2017). Like other scientific disci-
plines, exposure science is increasingly using innovative tools like data
mining and cheminformatics (Davies and Perini, 2016; Lu et al., 2013;
Oprea et al., 2012; National Research Council, 2012; Summary Report
for Personal Chemical Exposure Informatics: Visualization and
Exploratory Research in Simulations and Systems (PerCEIVERS), 2012; A.
L. Washington, 2016; Vitolo et al., 2015; Vallero, 2017) to extract useful
knowledge from secondary data sources. This has led to the
development of data repositories in Europe, Asia, Australia, Canada,
and the U.S. (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2019a; Health
Canada, 2019; Australian Department of Health, 2019; European
Chemicals Agency, 2019; US Environmental Protection Agency, 2013;
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2019b; Japanese National Insti-
tute of Technology and Evaluation, 2019) providing information on
chemical use in consumer products, at times augmented with informa-
tion describing demographic, geospatial and other exposure contexts.
Release and emission data may be obtained from various government
sources (US Environmental Protection Agency, 2013; US
Environmental Protection Agency, 2019; U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 2017; National Water Quality Council, 2019; U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 2015b; Department of the
Environment and Energy and A. Government, 2019; Environment and
Climate Change Canada, 2019; Regional Emission inventory in ASia
(REAS), 2019; European Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (E-
PRTR), 2019). Measured exposure information for evaluating models
can be obtained for a relatively small set of chemicals from epidemiol-
ogy and observational field studies. Whereas, these data sources pro-
vide a suitable starting point, there is a need to integrate new streams
of data, whether measured or predicted, to enhance the application of
exposure science for alternatives analysis.

The types of data required for exposure modeling overlaps with
those required for life cycle assessment (LCA). LCA is a tool that relies
on the creation of life cycle inventories (LCI) tracking the flow of mate-
rials and energy throughout the life cycle of a product or service to eval-
uate its impacts (Finkbeiner et al., 2006; Guinee et al., 2010; Harder
et al., 2015; Rebitzer et al., 2004; Ryding, 1999; Schrijvers et al., 2018;
Life Cycle Assessment: Inventory Guidelines and Principles, 1993). These
large data models not only provide insight about the various activities
associated with the product or service, they also provide detailed ac-
counting of the various environmental releases. With the emergence
of LCA as an environmental management tool, large LCI repositories
such as Ecoinvent (Wernet et al., 2016), GaBi (PE International, 2012),
and the US LCI (National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2013) now de-
scribe thousands of product systems.

Although sources like these provide an attractive resource for life
cycle exposure modeling, to be useful for exposure science, several idi-
osyncrasiesmustfirst be reconciled. Ontologies can support such recon-
ciliation. An ontology is a formal representation of knowledge within a
subject area that is expressed as a standard set of concepts and catego-
ries as well as the relationships between them (Gruber, 1995). Using an
ontology-based approach for centralizing exposure data and integrating
exposure science has advantages of establishing a formal representation
of exposure science as an individual domainwithin a broad scope of sci-
ence, providing structured sets of vocabulary terms with clear defini-
tions, and specifying precise relationships between and among the
terms, all of which can enable convenient and unambiguous data aggre-
gation, analysis and exchange.

Exposure scientists (Mattingly et al., 2012) recently introduced an
exposure ontology (ExO) to close the data gap between exposure and
health sciences. ExO specifies key exposure concepts (event, stressor,
receptor, and outcome), establishes hierarchies of classes and terms
for each key concept, and models relationships among them. Initially,
ExOwas linked to important concepts in biomedical literature and com-
putational toxicology. ExOwas intended to have theflexibility to extend
the underlying conceptual models to assimilate advances in human ex-
posure modeling and to link the exposure domain to other sources of
environmental data, such as LCA, to enhance the application of exposure
science for chemical assessment. Indeed, chemical risk assessment is
moving from the traditional step-wise approach delineated decades
ago by NRC's “red book” (1983), to amore integrated, systems approach
(National Research Council, 1983). As evidence, the U.S. EPA has taken
steps to combine LCA and risk assessment in a systems approach
(Csiszar et al., 2016). This transition has noted that LCA and exposure
science have differing methodologies but often have very similar
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objectives, e.g. protection of human health and ecosystems from harm-
ful chemicals. In some instances, the two methodologies are identical
but used different terms. This iswhere conceptual linking through onto-
logical modeling can be of value.

Ontology-basedprojects for LCA are not new(Ingwersen et al., 2015;
Janowicz et al., 2015; Takhom et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015; Edelen
et al., 2018). The LCA contains and generates two types of data:

1. The life cycle inventory describes thematerial and energy flows asso-
ciated with the life cycle of a product; and,

2. The life cycle impact assessment data describes the potential effects
ofmaterials and energy on air quality,water quality, resource conser-
vation, and human and ecological health.

Numerous LCA ontologies have been proposed, but only those rele-
vant to the current work are discussed here. McBride and Norris
(2010) proposed the Earthster CoreOntology to represent the entire do-
main of LCA data by standardizing concepts in LCA and supporting har-
monized data models. As the number of seemingly competitive and
formal LCA ontologies has grown, Janowicz et al. (2015) instead focused
on modeling the fundamental concepts of LCA using a minimalist ap-
proach to provide re-usable ontology pieces upon which others can
build and tailor as needed for specific applications. The first such
piece, lcaMin, represents the pattern of an activity in LCA and defines
the basic information that must be captured in a life cycle inventory.
Ingwersen et al. (2015) modified elements of the Earthster ontology
to create a harmonize tool (HT) that stores LCI data from different
sources and captures user-defined relationships between nomencla-
tures. The resulting new ontology piece, referred to here as LCAHT, fo-
cused on developing a consistent and comprehensive concept of
elementary flow (Edelen et al., 2018), the fundamental inventory data
that feed impact assessment models.

The long-term goal of this research is to enable scientific workflows
that will allow new data sources to be applied efficiently in exposure
modeling, ideally using amachine-readable approach. This effort should
be seen as the next logical step in implementing the life cycle humanex-
posure modeling framework proposed by Csiszar et al. (2016). The spe-
cific objectives of the current research are: (i) to extend ExO to describe
human exposure to chemicals in consumer products; (ii) to develop a
bridge ontology to link the extended ExO and LCA domains to support
life cycle human exposure calculations; and (iii) to highlight the poten-
tial benefits of the new ontology bridge for building exposure modeling
workflows.When necessary, examples of the ontologymodelingwill be
provided using the p-dichlorobenzene (p-DCB) exposure scenario pre-
sented in Csiszar et al. (2016). The resulting bridged ontologies will
serve as a harmonized framework for managing exposure data in a life
cycle context.

2. Methods

Themostwidely usedmethod to express an ontology is theWebOn-
tology Language (OWL), aWorldWideWeb Consortium (W3) standard
(Cardoso and Pinto, 2015) that historically has been closely related to
Linked Open Data (LOD). The connection between OWL and LOD is
that the LOD works with the exact linkages between objects that are
modeled in OWL; thus, an ontology serves as a data schema for an
LOD system.

An LOD system typically consists of a set of interrelated databases
where the data are represented in the Resource Description Framework
(RDF), another W3 standard (Cardoso and Pinto, 2015). An RDF data-
base encodes knowledge as a set of triples of the form Subject-
Predicate-Object, where the subject and predicate are Internationalized
Resource Identifiers (IRIs– a generalization ofURIs), and the object is ei-
ther an IRI or a data value such as a string, integer, or real number. The
object of one triple, if it is an IRI,maybe the subject of another triple, and
it is the resulting graph structure that enables data fromdistinct sources
to be linked together.

An ontology groups the subjects and objects of an LOD system into
classes and subclasses, and describes them through their properties.
The ontology modeling reported here first describes the process for ex-
tending ExO with a more detailed coverage of human exposure to in-
clude exposures to chemicals from consumer use of products
(Dionisio et al., 2015). It then describes the process of developing a life
cycle inventory ontology (LciO) to support automated inventorymodel-
ing as described in Cashman et al. (2016). Finally, it details the process
used to identify linkages and mismatches between the extended ExO
and LciO and, when possible, what steps were taken to address them.

Extending ExO to address consumer product use requires additional
detail to access data and tools that rapidly assess risks from exposures to
chemicals across the life cycle of consumer products. ExOwas designed
and a prototype developed to provide a foundation for exposure data
centralization and integration. This ontology was intended to better in-
tegrate exposure science with other environmental health disciplines,
including toxicology, epidemiology, and disease surveillance, and has
been used to curate exposure data into the Comparative Toxicogenomic
Database (CTD) (Grondin et al., 2018; Grondin et al., 2016; Davis et al.,
2018; Davis et al., 2016). As exposure information related to chemical
use, consumer product chemical composition, and consumer behaviors
becomes available (Dionisio et al., 2015; Brandon and Price, 2019;
Brandon et al., 2016), our proposed extension of the ExO exposure on-
tology will facilitate use of these data to evaluate chemical exposure
across the chemical and product life cycle.

Application of the extension to the exposure ontology can be illus-
trated by the types of queries needed to access data and estimate expo-
sures associated with residential product use. These scenarios require
information that includes: details of the product (product category,
chemicals in product formulation, chemical emissions from products,
etc.); details of the exposed population or individual (e.g., census infor-
mation, age, behavior, etc.); and details of the residence (location, struc-
ture size, air exchange rates, etc.).

2.1. Extending ExO for consumer-product-related exposure modeling

Ontology development beginswith the assembly of a teamof subject
matter experts (SMEs), in this case experts in human exposure, and one
or more ontologists, who are computer scientists or information tech-
nology experts with a specialization in ontology modeling. Through a
series of interviews, the SMEs identify the key concepts in exposure
modeling, as well as the modeling tools and calculations that they use;
the ontologist formalizes the concepts, and most importantly the rela-
tionships between concepts, using RDF and OWL.

The resulting formalizations are not easily “human-readable,” typi-
cally resulting in a series of information exchanges between the SMEs
and the ontologist:

a) The ontologist conveys the meaning of the formalization, and vali-
dates it with the SMEs;

b) The SMEs, in turn, review any gaps or inconsistencies in the formal-
ization, which might indicate gaps or ambiguities in their informal
description of the concepts;

c) The process is iterated until there is mutual agreement between the
ontologist and SMEs on the correctness and adequacy of the formal
model.

Correctness and adequacy are judged in terms of the ability of the
ontology to represent answers to a mutually agreed upon set of compe-
tency questions. These are the questions that a database structured by
the ontology should be able to answer. When viewed in this way, cor-
rectness and adequacy reduce to issues of scope (how broad a range
of concepts the ontology includes) and precision (how much detail
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the ontology includes for describing and distinguishing between
concepts).

In this study, the SMEs within the exposure science community in-
cluded those with expertise in human exposure, chemical fate and
transport, and exposure modeling. Mutual decisions on correctness
were based on the extent towhich the formalization captured exposure
for workers, the general population, and consumers, as well as captur-
ing both near- and far-field sources. The formalization was deemed ad-
equate if it contained sufficient information for an automated system to
process the queries used by SMEs in estimating exposure potential.

The ontologist used the modeling tools Protégé™ and TopBraid
Composer™ both to create the ontology and to present the resulting on-
tological structures in graphical or tree forms for evaluation by the
SMEs.

2.2. Creating LciO for automated inventory modeling

The creation of the LciO ontology followed a method similar to that
for extending ExO. However, instead of extending the scope of an
existing ontology, the goal for LciO was to limit its scope so that it
could be used by a wide range of LCI practitioners without disrupting
their existing computing frameworks. In order to accomplish this, LciO
should,where appropriate, borrow concepts from previously developed
LCI ontologies, and apply lessons learned from earlier efforts, while ad-
hering strictly to its limited scope.

As with the extension of ExO, the process began by assembling a
team of LCI SMEs and an ontologist. The team then searched for relevant
existing ontologies, including the Earthster (McBride and Norris, 2010)
and lcaMin (Janowicz et al., 2015) ontologies. Considering the stated
scope of LciO, the SMEs identified concepts in the existing ontologies
that could be useful in LciO. The ontologist interviewed the SMEs to as-
sess whether such concepts should be represented explicitly in LciO or,
alternatively, referenced by linking to the existing ontologies. On the
basis of these discussions, the ontologist drafted an initial version of
LciO using themodeling tools Protégé™ and TopBraid Composer™, pre-
sented it to the SMEs, and discussed with them potential changes sug-
gested by the SMEs. The drafting and review processes were iterated
until the team converged on an ontology that all considered acceptable.

2.3. Bridging ExO and LciO for life cycle human exposure modeling

Abridge ontology sits between two ontologies that evolved fromdif-
ferent perspectives, such as risk assessment and sustainability, and gov-
erns the translation between them without having to modify either of
them. When ontologies have been produced by different organizations
or different professional communities, they are often unique to the
sponsoring source and inconsistentwith ontologies fromother commu-
nities, even when their goals are similar and, in this case, mutual. Thus,
modifying either one of them is usually infeasible, but providing a
bridge ontology that translates between them is not only feasible but
desirable, as it allows each ontology to evolve without perturbing the
other.

ExO and LciOwere bridged by examining the two ontologies, identi-
fying shared concepts, and determining whether these concepts were
represented differently. The goal was to create an ontology that allows
both humans and computer systems to work with ExO and LciO to-
gether, thus bringing life-cycle concepts into the analysis of human ex-
posure, and human exposure concepts into life cycle assessment.

An important benefit of this process is that several other ontologies
and data sources, with which LciO is connected, become available to
ExO through the bridge. These other ontologies include information
about manufacturing facilities throughout the United States, emissions
from these facilities, and chemical properties of emissions. To achieve
the LciO-ExO bridge, the SMEs for both LCI and exposure compared
the data within typical LCI and exposure models, and in particular
within LciO and ExO, and identified data that are the same, related but
different, or unrelated. The ontologist then conducted interviews with
the SMEs in order to formalize these comparisons and, using themodel-
ing tools Protégé™ and TopBraid Composer™, expressed them in a
bridge ontology that references both LciO and the extended version of
ExO.

The bridge ontology was constructed by examining each pair of dis-
crepant concepts highlighted through discussions with the SMEs and
modeling a translation between them. For example, if one ontology
used specialization of concepts to model variation, and the other used
alternative values of an attribute to represent variation, the bridge on-
tology defined the specialized concepts in terms of the attribute values.
Another bridging task was required when the two ontologies
decomposed a general concept into more specific concepts along differ-
ent dimensions. For example, the general concept “chemical” may be
decomposed into kinds of chemicals representing the presence of differ-
ent functional groups, or, alternatively, into subclasses of chemicals
representing different levels of toxicity. In such situations, the bridge
ontology accommodated the two dimensions by placing them side by
side either as alternative specializations of the same concept, or as com-
plementary attributes with different respective ranges of values. A third
bridging situation occurred when a concept from one ontology was not
present in the other but could be useful to the other by enriching its de-
scriptions. For example, an LCA for a chemical process may include lost
work hours due to occupational exposures to a chemical, but the human
exposure assessment of the same chemical may focus on acute and
chronic exposure in non-occupational settings. Both would benefit
from the other's information. In this case, the bridge ontology simply
imported the two ontologies, making the concepts from both ontologies
available within the bridge ontology.

3. Results

3.1. Extending ExO for consumer product use

The additions to ExO can be grouped into those pertaining to the
stressor side of an exposure, and those pertaining to the receptor side.
On the stressor side, as shown in Fig. 1a, we defined three new classes:
Product Use Category, Product Component, and Location Type. The first
two provide more details about a Consumer Product, describing the
way in which the product is used, and the chemical composition of
the product. A Product Component consists of a Chemical Agent stressor
together with a numerical measure of the chemical's proportion within
the product.

Location Type provides qualitative information about a Location,
i.e., whether the location is indoor or outdoor. The Location itself should
be understood as a geo-location, such as a country, city, or other location
that can be specified through geo-coordinates (latitude and longitude).
In the original ExO ontology, location types and geo-locations were all
modeled as subclasses of Location. By adding the Location Type class,
we were able to factor out the qualitative information, which is essen-
tially different from geo-location information.

In addition to these new classes, we added corresponding properties
to connect the new classes to the objects that they describe. The new
properties has Product Use Category and has Product Component both
have Consumer Product as their domain. The new property has Location
Type has Location as its domain.

The additions to the receptor side are shown in Fig. 1b. As the dia-
gram shows, Product Use Category and Location Type appear on the re-
ceptor side as well as on the stressor side. We added a class Behavior,
which is performed by an Exposure Receptor. A Behavior may involve
the use of a consumer product as described through a Product Use Cate-
gory. A receptor's Behavior is linked via the Product Use Category to a
Consumer Product, which in turn is the Source of an Exposure Stressor.

Finally, we added classesResidence andHousing Characteristic to pro-
videmore descriptive information about aHuman Individual (which is a
type of Exposure Receptor). Housing Characteristic is a controlled



Fig. 1. a. A schematic view of the “stressor side” of the proposed extension to ExO to address chemical ingredients in consumer products. New classes and their relationships are circled to
make them easily identifiable. The triangular arrowheads (as opposed to “V” arrowheads) indicate subclass/superclass relationships. b. A schematic view of the “receptor side” of the
proposed extension to ExO.
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vocabulary that allows a Residence to be described as Owned or Rented
(and potentially other descriptive terms typically found in census
data). This information may be useful identifying potential exposure
factors for susceptible and vulnerable populations, e.g. rental-to-
ownership ratios may be higher in environmental justice neighbor-
hoods, which contributes to disparities in pollutant exposures
(Kravitz-Wirtz et al., 2016).

As on the stressor side, we added new properties to link the new
classes to the previously existing ExO classes. The property performs Be-
havior has domain Exposure Receptor; the property includes Product Use
has domain Behavior; the domain of the new property has Residence is
Human Individual; and the domain of the new property has Housing
Characteristic is Residence.

3.2. Automated inventory modeling with LciO

LciO consists of a core ontology, LciO-Core, together with an on-
tology architecture that links the core with potential data sources,
with extensions to govern data discovery and harmonization, and
with alternative LCA ontologies. The core ontology was created by
modifying some design choices that had been formalized in lcaMin.
Most importantly, where lcaMin uses the predicate plays Role Of to
distinguish different kinds of flow, LciO-Core uses subclasses and
OWL restrictions – a way of formalizing membership in a class – to
provide formal definitions of each type of flow. Formal definitions
were provided for the concepts of Elementary Flow (a flow to or
from a compartment), Intermediate Flow (a flow between activi-
ties), and Product (a sink flow whose destination is not a compart-
ment). In addition, LciO-Core introduces the notion of
Technosphere Flow, which is defined as a non-elementary flow,
i.e., it comprises both Intermediate Flows and Products. The formal
definitions not only clarify the meaning of the terms for human un-
derstanding, but also allow automated reasoning tools tomake infer-
ences about the different types of flow.

LciO-Core preserves the lcaMin predicates is Input Of and is Output
Of, but introduces generalized predicates has Destination and has Source,
of which is Input Of and is Output Of are respective specializations.While
the latter two predicates describe Flows between Activities, the general-
ized predicates can be used to describe Elementary Flows and Products
as well.

To facilitate reuse of life cycle inventories, LciO-Core introduces a
class named Context, and the predicate contains Activity to specify that
a given Activity is considered part of the Context. The Context class is
optional in the sense that a valid life cyclemodel can be createdwithout
using it. Its use, however, allows the same Flow to be included in one
model as a Product (i.e., as a sink rather than an input to an Activity)
and in another model as an Intermediate Flow (from one Activity to an-
other). The Context, in other words, is an expression of the scope of ac-
tivities included in the inventory.

The features described above all pertain to LciO-Core. An equally
important result of this work was the creation of an ontology archi-
tecture, shown in Fig. 2. The ontology architecture is a schema com-
prising LciO-Core as well as several peripheral ontologies
representing:

• Potential data sources
• Extensions of the schema to support data discovery and harmoniza-
tion

• Bridges to alternative LCI ontologies.

The full LciO is a schematic ontology that simply imports all of these
components.

The arrows represent the predicate owl:imports. LciO-Comp
(“computations”) and Lcio-HT (“Harmonization Tool”) are ontol-
ogies that support automating the processes of data discovery and
data harmonization, respectively. OlcaMap is a bridge to the ontol-
ogy underlying the Open LCA tool (openLca.org). EcoMap is a bridge
to the Earthster Core Ontology (McBride and Norris, 2010). The data
source nodes represent EPA databases:

• National Emissions Inventory (NEI) (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, n.d.-a)

• Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program (GHGRP) (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, n.d.-b)

• Facility Registry Service (FRS) (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
n.d.-c)

• Substance Registry Services (SRS) (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, n.d.-d)

• Chemical Data Reporting (CDR) Program (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, n.d.-e)

• Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, n.d.-f), and

• EPA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRAinfo) database bi-
ennial report (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, n.d.-g).

The architecture allows the inclusion of such data source ontologies
without tying them directly to LciO-Core, thus keeping LciO-Core mini-
mal and enabling its potential use in other contexts, such as other
countries.
3.3. Bridging ExO and LciO

LciO-Core includes the followingfirst-class entities:Agents, Activities,
Compartments, and Flow (Fig. 3). In comparison, ExO includes first-class
entities Exposure Event, Exposure Stressor, Exposure Receptor, and Expo-
sure Outcome (Fig. 3). Conceptually, LciO-Core captures the LCA frame-
work inwhichAgentsperform Activities by receiving or producing Flows.

The ExOand LciO-Core ontologies reference concepts that are closely
related. These relationships serve as the basis for utilizing LCI data in an
exposure model. There are three principal splice points defined in the
bridge ontology, named ExoMap, as shown in Fig. 4.

• An LciO Flow has a Flowable, which is the underlying substance or en-
ergy that is transferred via the Flow. When the Flowable is a chemical,
it can be viewed as an ExO Chemical Agent, which is a type of Exposure
Stressor.

• An LciO Flow may have as its destination a Compartment (air, water,
soil). In that case, the Compartment is potentially an Exposure Medium.

• A Consumer Product in ExO can be viewed as a kind of LCA Product. The
LciO-Core notion of Product is defined as a Flowwhose source is an Ac-
tivity, but whose destination is not an Activity and not a Compartment.
The idea is that a Product is an end-result of the Activities modeled in
an LCA. However, because different LCAs may be gated to include or
exclude certain Activities, a flow may appear as a Product in one LCA
model, but as an Intermediate Flow in another. An envisioned exten-
sion of LCAmodeling to include the use of consumer productsmay en-
tail redefining this fluid notion of Product; but the current definition
does subsume the ExO notion of Consumer Product and therefore suf-
fices for purposes of bridging the ontologies.

In ExO, a Consumer Product has one or more Product Components,
which represent the different substances contained in the product.
LciO does not include the concept of Product Component, although the
relationship between a Flow and a Flowable in LciO is analogous to
that between a Consumer Product and a Product Component in ExO,
and this analogy may be formalized as part of the envisioned extension
of LCA modeling.

http://openLca.org


Fig. 2. The LciO ontology architecture allows for LciO to be reused in other contexts. Abbreviations are defined in the text.
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4. Discussion

The last objective of this work is to highlight how ontology bridg-
ing can improve exposure modeling by introducing new and diverse
data sources for inclusion. We frame this discussion around a
Fig. 3. Comparing the basic concepts of LCA and exposure to dem
hypothetical exposure to p-DCB found in a home air freshener and
consider chemical exposure throughout the product life cycle,
which includes workers during manufacturing and end-of-life
(EOL) management, as well as consumers in the home and the gen-
eral population (Csiszar et al., 2016). Developing a life cycle
onstrate both the similarities and the differences of the two.



Fig. 4. The ExoMap bridge relates ontology concepts in ExO and LciO for utilization of human exposuremodeling. The circled areas represent the specific links between the two disciplines.
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exposure scenario by hand involves asking numerous questions
about the stressor (p-DCB), source (manufacturing and disposal pro-
cesses, product use), pathway (inhalation, ingestion, dermal con-
tact), and outcomes as they pertain to the receptors (worker,
general population, consumer) to identify data needs. Identifying
and accessing the actual data then becomes the most challenging
and time-consuming part of completing the modeling process be-
cause the data are typically scattered across numerous sources,
some of which may be unfamiliar to exposure science. The benefit
of applying ontological modeling and bridging is the ability to more
rapidly apply disparate data from multiple domains in exposure
models. The same questions one asks as an exposure modeler can
be translated into machine queries that can parse data sources
based on ontological linkages and return the desired data. With
this approach, scientific workflows can be automated to support
more rapid exposure assessments.

We focus on three exposure scenarios related to the p-DCB air
freshener: worker exposure at the manufacturing or disposal
facility, general population exposure to chemicals emitted
from the manufacturing or disposal facility, and consumer
exposure associated with residential use of the product. Table 1
provides example queries for each exposure concept and
potential sources of data for these queries based on the receptor
scenario.

The queries are formalized in the SPARQL language, which is the
standard query language for interrogating RDF databases. Just as
RDF encodes knowledge as a set of triples, so in SPARQL a query is
formulated as a set of triples, some of whose components may be
variables, which must then be matched against the database. For ex-
ample, in the RDF version of the FRS, a facility's location is expressed
as follows:

:Facility_A :street “123 N MAIN ST”.
:Facility_A :city “PULLMAN”.
:Facility_A :state “WA”.
:Facility_A :zip “99163”.



Table 1
Potential data sources for p-dichlorobenzene in an air freshener product.

Query Worker General population Consumer

Exposure stressor/chemical
agent/source

Where is the manufacturing facility located? FRS; LCI FRS; LCI –
What are the emissions from manufacture of the
chemical and product?

NEI; TRI; DMR; LCI NEI; TRI; DMR; LCI –

What is the composition of the product? – – CPDat
What is the use pattern (number of fresheners used
per year)?

– – Product sales data; PUC use data;
CPDat

How much of each chemical ingredient is released
during use?

– – LCI

How much chemical ingredient is released during
disposal?

LCI, Calculated estimate LCI, Calculated estimate –

– – –
What are the physical-chemical properties? Chemistry Dashboard Chemistry Dashboard Chemistry Dashboard

Source/pathway What amount of the chemical is in the air? LCI and USEtox;
ChemSTEER; CEHD

LCI and USEtox Chemistry Dashboard; Indoor
Fugacity Models

What amount of the chemical is in the water? LCI and USEtox;
ChemSTEER

LCI and USEtox Chemistry Dashboard; Water
monitoring data

What amount of the chemical is in soil or dust? LCI and USEtox;
ChemSTEER

LCI and USEtox Chemistry Dashboard; Indoor
Fugacity Models

Exposure receptor What are the demographic and physiologic
characteristics?

US Census; Bureau of
Labor Statistics

RPGen
PUMS

RPGen
PUMS

Where is the individual located? FRS; LCI RPGen RPGen
What are characteristics of the structure (facility,
residence)?

– RPGen
AHS
RECS

What are the relevant behaviors? LCI; Generic Scenarios Activity Diaries
(e.g., CHAD)

Activity Diaries (e.g., CHAD)

Exposure outcome What is the inhaled dose? Exposure model
calculation

Exposure model
calculation

Exposure model calculation

What is the ingested dose? Exposure model
calculation

Exposure model
calculation

Exposure model calculation

What is the dose resulting from dermal contact? Exposure model
calculation

Exposure model
calculation

Exposure model calculation

What is the mean body burden? Biomonitoring data
(e.g., NHANES)

Biomonitoring data
(e.g., NHANES)

Biomonitoring data
(e.g., NHANES)
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where :street, :city, :state, and :zip are predicates. The corresponding
query for a facility's location would then be:

SELECT ?street ?city ?state ?zip

WHERE {

:Facility_A :street ?street .

:Facility_A :city ?city .

:Facility_A :state ?state .

:Facility_A :zip ?zip.

}

If a data source is not available in RDF form, it cannot easily be in-
cluded in such queries using current technology. In the future, however,
we envision that the execution of a query will entail a just-in-time con-
version into RDF of those parts of a non-RDF data source that the query
must interrogate. We view this as more realistic than requiring all data
sources to be completely stored as RDF in advance. The just-in-time ap-
proach is still speculative, however, as the details have not yet been de-
fined and, therefore, its feasibility has not yet been assessed.

The exposure scenarios may differ in their magnitude according to
the physicochemical properties of the chemical of interest, the
manufacturing activities and protective equipment, and the type of
product use. For example, workers may be directly exposed to the
chemical during manufacture of the air freshener and the general pop-
ulation may be indirectly exposed through inhalation of air downwind
of chemical emissions from the manufacturing facility. Within a resi-
dence, chemicals from the hanging air freshener may enter the breath-
ing zone directly or may enter indirectly after being dispersed in the
room. Thus, the queries, types of data, and computational algorithms
needed to model a specific exposure scenario will vary.

Impact assessment in LCA has traditionally addressed the far-field
sources; so that the data associated with LciO are pertinent to queries
describing where a chemical is released into the environment and
how much is released. In some cases, this information can come from
existing LCI databases, such as the U.S. Life Cycle Inventory Database
(USLCI) (National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2013) or Ecoinvent
(Wernet et al., 2016), which contain LCI models for thousands of
chemicals, materials, products, and services. If more detailed spatial
and temporal data are required, the data mining approach for which
LciO was developed introduces sources such as the FRS describing pre-
cise facility locations in the US and release databases such as the NEI,
TRI, and DMR, all of which are updated in cycles to provide temporal
resolution. For queries related to near-field sources including product
use, tools and databases developed to advance consumer-product-
related exposure modeling at the USEPA and described by the ExO ex-
tensions are appropriate. For example, CPDat (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 2019b) describes product composition for numerous
consumer products (Dionisio et al., 2015) as well as a data repository
describing product use categories (PUCs) based on typical product use
behaviors (Isaacs et al., 2019).

Other queries can be more involved because the answers are
situation-dependent. For example, chemical release data must be com-
bined with appropriate models to answer queries about pathways. One
approach, based on LCI data, is to use environmental fate factors, such as
those contained in the USEtox model (Rosenbaum et al., 2008). In the
sense of machine queries, the machine would simply return the appro-
priate fate factors from its search and combine themwith LCI data from
the source searches. This is a simplified approach that provides more
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general estimates of chemical distribution across environmental com-
partments, based on the nature of the USEtox model. More certain esti-
mates would require environmental or workplace monitoring data
(Durães et al., 2018) or the use of fate and transport simulators
(Barber et al., 2017; Tebes-Stevens et al., 2018). For monitoring data,
there would be a need to connect these data back to the release source
to fully connect the life cycle model. However, this may be feasible for
the worker scenario if facilities in OSHA's Chemical Exposure Health
Data (CEHD) can be mapped to facilities in FRS.

Defining population characteristics in the United States can often in-
volve several data sources. In terms of number and demographics, the
U.S. Census provides detailed information about the general population
through its American Community Survey (ACS) (National Research
Council, 2007) while the Bureau of Labor Statistics tracks various as-
pects of employment through the Quarterly Census of Employment
and Wages (Bureau Of Labor Statistics, 2010) and the Current Popula-
tion Survey (Valliant and Dever, 2018). However, these sources alone
cannot answer the population queries for a specific consumer product
life cycle. The Residential Population Generator (RPGen)module devel-
oped by USEPA (Dionisio et al., 2015) combines the public use
microdata (PUMS) from ACS with knowledge from the American Hous-
ing Survey (AHS) (Aten, 2018) and Residential Energy Consumption
Survey (RECS) (Windell, 1981) to simulate a population of individuals
alongwith their corresponding individual andhousehold characteristics
and a description of their residence. For consumer and general human
behavior, the Consolidated Human Activity Database (CHAD) (Thomas
et al., 2019; Stallings et al., 2002) describes exposure-related behaviors
based on surveys of individuals about a range of daily activities over
time. These data can be extended and enhanced with emerging tech-
niques, including agent based modeling (Brandon and Price, 2019;
Fig. 5. The use of ontology bridging can enhance exposuremodeling by allowing properties of d
The list of objects and properties included in the figure is demonstrative and not exhaustive.
Brandon et al., 2016). Worker behaviors are a bit more challenging be-
cause knowledge of specific processes and on-site activities are needed.
Suggestions provided here, for illustrative purposes, include process de-
scriptions in the metadata of LCI and generic exposure scenario (GS)
documents (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, n.d.-h; Dobe et al.,
2017) that may indicate how workers may be potentially exposed.

Finally, queries about exposure outcomes can be answered using
modeled data, measured data, or a combination of both. Biomonitoring
data, such as the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES), provide a measured understanding of exposure for selected
chemicals and is generally preferred. Unfortunately, modeled data are
often needed because of the limited chemical coverage of NHANES
(Sobus et al., 2015). The emergence of so-called high-throughput expo-
sure models (Wambaugh et al., 2014; Phillips et al., 2017; Isaacs et al.,
2019; Karmaus et al., 2016;Wetmore et al., 2015) is a promising source
of modeled exposure outcome data because they typically involvemin-
imal user inputs, can be customized, and run in a more automated
fashion.

A key takeaway from consideration of the exposure scenarios in
Table 1 is recognizing the wide variety of sources that can be required
to assess exposure, some of which may not have been previously con-
sidered. The data sources listed in the table are a mix of databases,
models, and estimation tools, with many elements described by the ex-
tended ExO and LciO ontologies developed here. The sources listed in
bold-type in Table 1, national databases such as FRS, NEI, and TRI, are
sources that can currently be accessed during automated inventory
modeling because they have been modeled ontologically and bridged
to LciO-Core in LciO. What Table 1 may not make obvious is how bridg-
ing domains via ontologies can actually enhance the modeling process.
Ultimately, the key benefit of bridging, as depicted in Fig. 5, is that more
ata in a different domain to be inheritedwith the data and applied to an exposure scenario.
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than a single object (data point) from the other domain is made avail-
able to the exposure scenario. All of the properties and relationships as-
sociated with that object also become accessible. For example, the
Stressor Source is a similar concept to the Activity being modeled in an
LCI. Once a flow from an LCI is imported, knowledge of the associated
activity can be used to specify the stressor source through the Flow
property is Output Of Activity. In the p-DCB example, the Activity of p-
DCB manufacturing will be an Industrial Source of an Exposure Stressor
in the general population scenario if it releases a Chemical Agent,
which would be any Flow to an environmental compartment in the as-
sociated LCI. This relationship is similar in that it provides context to un-
derstand the source of the chemical release. One key difference is that
Activity in LciO provides specific knowledge about where an emission
occurs in the life cycle, while the properties that express this knowledge
are not present anywhere in ExO. Using ExoMap, it is simple enough to
bridge over a chemical stressor to a life cycle Activity in order to obtain
these LciO properties. Decision makers may find it useful, however, to
draw on the properties of Activity to understandwhat is driving any ex-
posures of concern because this will better support mitigation planning.
Future work will explore how analogous properties could be added to
ExO in order to express similar knowledge for other types of stressor
source.

From the Flow property has Chemical Flowable, the Chemical Agent
can be identified and the Flow property has Compartment can be used
to assign the Exposure Medium. During automated LCI modeling, the
Compartment is determined by the data source. If NEI data are used to
model the output Flow, the compartment for the Flow is air because
NEI reports air emissions. So, an Exposure Event based on an output
flow of p-DCB reported in NEI has a Chemical Agent of p-DCB (the
Flowable) and an Exposure Medium of air (the Compartment). Similarly,
the Location of an Activity in automated LCI modeling can be specified
from FRS data using the property has Location. This same property and
data can be equivalently assigned to the Exposure Event and Exposure
Stressor. Remarkably, the seemingly simple import of a single LCI Flow
Fig. 6.Anexample dataflowusing life cycle inventory fromdatamining tomodel exposure to en
data are used because production volume in the 2006 CDR corresponds to 2005 facility operat
actually simultaneously addresses a minimum of four data needs in
the exposure scenario. A quantitative example of this data flow using
TRI-reported releases of p-DCB during manufacture is shown in Fig. 6.
Given the data requirements when modeling chemicals throughout
the life cycle, this approach is especially advantageous because it can
be applied anywhere in the life cycle, provided the necessary LCI
datasets exist. It is at least encouraging for the practicality of this ap-
proach that the desire for LCI as linked open data is growing in the
LCA community based on the emergence of the Big Open Network for
Sustainability Assessment Information (BONSAI) (Big Open Network
for Sustainability Assessment Information, BONSAI, 2019).

The conceptual understanding of domain bridging provided here
serves as a necessary first step toward the goal of enhancing exposure
modeling by automating the experience. If ExoMap is extended to
other data sources, more powerful queries leveraging these new do-
main linkages can be developed for data needs related to more sophis-
ticated topics such as population demographics and housing
characteristics. For example, the exposed Human Group in an Exposure
Event can be modeled by combining knowledge of Locationwith census
data for that Location. This leads to more meaningful exposure predic-
tions with much less effort during scenario development and is made
possible through ontology bridging.While ExO could be extended to ex-
plicitly include these additional data sources, bridging keeps ExO more
agile and avoids redundant modeling of concepts and data sources. In
addition, the bridging allows advances in exposure modeling to be ap-
plied in other disciplines such as LCA.

The objectives of this work were to extend an existing exposure on-
tology to address exposure to chemical ingredients of consumer prod-
ucts and conceptually link exposure with the life cycle domain to
integrate new data sources and reduce the time needed for exposure
modeling. The extended version of ExO described here incorporates
concepts including product use category, behavior, location type and
residence characteristics to improve assessment of exposures from
product use. The linkages between exposure and the life cycle domain
vironmental releases from the historicmanufacture of p-DCB for an air freshener. 2005 TRI
ions. Note: p-DCB is no longer manufactured domestically in the United States.
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were successfully modeled using a bridge ontology to support querying
across both domains. The viability and potential value of this approach
was demonstrated using a limited case study to identify the variety of
databases, models, and tools that are necessary to quantify exposures
across the product life cycle. Many of the data sources listed in Table 1
do not yet provide their own ontologies, and the immediate next steps
for this work should focus on constructing such ontology pieces and
building the bridges to them from ExO.

Domain linkageswill be advanced through problemdriven develop-
ment of scientific workflows for addressing questions about life cycle
exposure to chemicals of concern. Decisionmakers today are challenged
to assess the impacts to both human and ecological receptors associated
with a variety of chemical uses, classes and products across a range of
sectors. Future work on this approach will address data access and inte-
gration needs to evaluate exposures to chemicals of concern in complex
scenarios, including a combination of any of the following: release di-
rectly to the environment from industrial sources (e.g., feedstock and
product manufacture); generation as byproducts during feedstock and
product manufacture; generation in the environment through chemical
transformations; exposure to contaminated environmental media; re-
lease during product use; and release during end-of-life product man-
agement. Continuing to bridge exposure science to new domains and
data sourceswhile exploring complex scenarioswill enable the creation
of smarter tools for managing exposure data within a life cycle context,
and for supporting applications including site-specific chemical risk as-
sessment, alternatives analysis, and informed substitution.
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